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Stria
Stria is a trade media platform for the longevity market. Our network includes
some of the most informed and influential people working in aging.
Our fast-growing field needs a place to come together to learn and collaborate.
And we need impactful communications that allow the market to flourish. Stria
will meet these needs by partnering with leading organizations and innovators.

SPONSORSHIP PROGRAMS
We offer traditional sponsorship programs, available on an annual or month-bymonth basis. With the programs outlined below, your organization will receive
recognition across Stria’s platforms, as well as discounted access to services.
ANNUAL
SPONSOR
Executive Q&A

Editorial interview of sponsor executive

MONTHLY
SPONSOR

X

Stria Studio Office Hours

1 hour

Stria Live Event Discount

X

Sponsored Post

X

X

Webiste Display Ads

X

X

Email Inclusion

8 emails

1 email

Social Media Acknowledgement

8 posts

2 posts

4 subscriptions

2 subscriptions

Private strategic consulting with Stria’s publisher
10% off of any Stria Live event sponsorship
Sponsor-authored content + social distribution
300x250 display ad unit run-of-site
Logo and recognition in weekly emails
Tagged recognition in social posts

Complementary Subscriptions

Free annual subscriptions for staff
Minimum two-month committment required for Monthly Sponsors.
Annual Sponsors must be completed within 12 consecutive months.

$25,000

$3,500

In addition to these programs, Stria offers paid content partnerships and
other custom programs. See details on the following pages.

Stria

CONTENT PARTNERSHIPS

Stria works closely with sponosrs to develop special content on a topic of
mutual importance to Stria readers and the sponsor. We develop a collection
of orginal journalism, sponsored content and audeince outreach, all designed
to clarify, elevate and engage aging professionals around critical issues.
CONTENT
SPONSOR
Original Stria Editorial Content

A collection of stories, including reported pieces, Q&A, aggregation, etc.

4 stories

Sponsored Post

1 post

Themed Email Newsletter

1 email

Social Media Acknowledgement

6 posts

Sponsor-authored content + social distribution
Logo and recognition in an email themed to content subject
Tagged recognition in social posts

$12,500

Content partnerships are executed over a 4-6 week period. Orginal and
sponsored content is promoted heavily to Stria audeinces throughout that
time. Content remains on strianews.com for a minimum 12 months.
Stria retains editorial independence throughout this work. Support of this
program does not give sponsors review or approval of any Stria content.

CUSTOM PROGRAMS & EVENTS
Through our Stria Live events, we convene leaders, influencers and creative
thinkers around critical issues in the longevity market. Events are designed to
connect disparate parts of the field—so we can make tangible progress together.
Stria Live sponsors have a unique opportunity to elevate issues that matter to
you, connect with key influencer, position and reinforce your brand, and drive
meaningful progress.
To learn more about sponsorships, events or custom opportunities, contact
Susan Donley at sdonley@strianews.com.

Stria
Stria is a media platform on a mission. We provide information, experiences and
content that inspire cross-sector solutions for our aging society. Through our three
lines of business, Stria brings together the most important ideas, people and news
from the longevity market.
STRIA NEWS
Original reporting, interviews & perspective that deliver a foundation
of understanding and insight for longevity professionals
STRIA LIVE
Invitation-only convenings of leaders, influencers and creative thinkers
around critical issues in the field
STRIA STUDIO
Branded content and communications strategies that drive influence,
awareness and impact for longevity market clients.
Stria is for and about the entire aging ecosystem. We unify the many lines of
business, service and study that define our field, surfacing the issues and
ideas that matter most.
INDUSTRY FEEDBACK
“Welcome, Stria! A great-looking, fresh and useful site with info and
insights about the longevity market... Will follow with interest.”
“Thank you Stria for sharing contributions from longevity leaders...
both private and public sectors working together.”
“I really like what I'm seeing on Stria, a new
media platform for the longevity market.”

We hope you’ll join us. Thank you!

STRIANEWS.COM

